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Abstract: 
Award displacement occurs when one type of financial aid award directly contributes to the change 
in quantity of another award. We explore whether postsecondary institutions displaced awards in 
response to the Pittsburgh Promise scholarship by capitalizing on the doubling of the maximum 
Promise amount in 2012. We use de-identified student-level data on each Promise recipient’s 
actual cost of attendance, grants, and scholarships, as well as demographic and academic 
characteristics from school district administrative files to examine whether and how components 
of students’ financial aid packages and total costs of attendance changed after the Promise award 
increase. To account for overall trends in pricing and financial aid, we compare Promise recipients 
to the average first-time, full-time freshman entering the same institutions in the same year as 
reported by the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). With these two data 
sources, we assess differences in costs and awards between Promise students and their peers, on 
average, and examine whether and in what ways these differences changed after the increase in 
Promise funding. We refer to this strategy as a “quasi-difference-in-differences” design. We do 
not find evidence that institutions are responding to the Promise increase through aid reductions.  
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Subtraction by Addition: 

Do Private Scholarship Awards Lead to Financial Aid Displacement? 
 

I. Introduction 

In 2017, Maryland became the first state to place restrictions on financial aid award displacement 

at public institutions. With the passage of Maryland House Bill 266, the Maryland legislature 

stipulated that public higher education institutions cannot reduce institutional financial aid to a 

student as a result of that student receiving a private scholarship award. The law, implemented in 

academic year 2018-2019, allows institutions to decrease institutional aid only if the student’s total 

aid exceeds the student’s need or if the institution receives permission from the private scholarship 

foundation. This legislation was motivated by evidence from a scholarship provider, Central 

Scholarship, which reported that the scholarships they awarded to students were displacing 

institutional aid awards rather than reducing the out-of-pocket costs that their awardees faced in 

paying for college.2  

 There are thousands of scholarship providers in the US, and Central Scholarship is not the 

only one that fears that institutions strategically alter financial aid packages in response to private 

scholarships. During the 2003-2004 academic year alone, more than $3 billion in private 

scholarship aid was disbursed to students in the US (McSwain, Cunningham, Keselman, & 

Merisotis, 2005). Although only 10% of students receive private scholarships, the average award 

is almost $2,000, which has the potential to represent a substantial reduction in the out-of-pocket 

costs students must pay (McSwain et. al., 2005). Students will not experience such a reduction, 

however, if they receive less in institutional aid because of earning a private scholarship, as some 

scholarship providers have reported. For example, the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation, which 

 
2 http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/education/higher-ed/bs-md-scholarship-displacement-20170704-
story.html 
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runs a scholarship program that specifically targets low-income students, reported that almost half 

of their students had institutional awards that were displaced by Dell funds over a two-year period.3 

In this paper, we investigate whether the aid packaging practices of postsecondary institutions are 

responsive to the generosity of a place-based scholarship in the context of the Pittsburgh Promise.   

 The Pittsburgh Promise (“the Promise” from here forward) began awarding scholarships 

to graduating seniors from the Pittsburgh Public Schools (PPS) in 2008 to promote college access 

and reduce college debt burdens. Eligible students may use Promise funds at any accredited 

postsecondary institution, public or private, in the state of Pennsylvania. Existing research points 

to the positive effects of such grant and scholarship programs on college access and success 

outcomes.  For example, state grant programs have led to increases in college enrollment, 

particularly at four-year institutions (Bruce & Carruthers, 2014; Cornwell, Mustard & Sridhar, 

2006; Dynarski, 2004, 2008), as well as increases in degree attainment (Scott-Clayton, 2011; 

Dynarski, 2008). District-level promise programs have also led students to shift toward more 

selective institutions and to realize increased rates of college enrollment and degree attainment 

(Bartik, Hershbein, & Lachowska, 2015; Andrews, DesJardins & Ranchhod, 2010). The Pittsburgh 

Promise, specifically, has increased the immediate postsecondary enrollment of PPS graduates and 

has induced students to shift toward attending four-year rather than two-year institutions (Page, 

Iriti, Lowry & Anthony, 2019).  

The potential for such positive effects on college access to translate to increases in degree 

attainment may be undermined, however, if institutions effectively absorb some or all of the value 

of the grant dollars through aid displacement. Risk-averse, low-income students may be especially 

sensitive to cost and pricing changes and may consider not enrolling or persisting in college if out-

 
3 http://www.palisadeshudson.com/2013/03/top-scholars-should-avoid-schools-that-displace-scholarships/  
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of-pocket costs are higher than anticipated. The Pittsburgh Promise provides a case study context 

for a potentially larger phenomenon of institutional responses to place-based and other 

scholarships. 

Our investigation capitalizes on the doubling in the Pittsburgh Promise’s maximum annual 

award amount from $5,000 to $10,000 in 2012. Institutions seeking to capture some or all of this 

increase in Promise dollars potentially could respond by decreasing institutional aid to Promise 

recipients or by adjusting students’ financial need through increasing miscellaneous living 

expenses charged to the student.4 Due to the last-dollar design of the Pittsburgh Promise, the 

scholarship organization collects student-level information regarding institutional costs and 

financial aid awards received each semester. To control for average trends in college costs and 

financial aid, we compare Promise recipients to the average first-time, full-time freshmen entering 

the same institution in the same year as reported in the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data 

System (IPEDS). Using these data allows us to consider differences in financial aid packages 

between Promise students and the general student population at their institutions and how these 

differences changed with the increase in Promise generosity. We refer to this strategy as a “quasi-

difference-in-differences” design. 

To preview our results, we do not find conclusive evidence that institutions allocate less in 

institutional aid in response to the Promise increase. However, across institutional sectors students 

receive significantly less in other private and government sources of aid. These impacts are 

especially substantial for Pell-eligible students. Although we are not able to disaggregate this 

 
4 “Financial need” is defined as the difference between the institution’s total cost of attendance and the student’s 
estimated family contribution (a measure of a student’s financial capacity to pay for college). Financial aid 
administrators may use professional judgement to alter Expected Family Contribution (EFC) inputs or estimated 
living expenses, which may change a student’s financial need. 
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category further to investigate why students are receiving less in private and government sources 

of aid, we discuss potential mechanisms driving this result.  

 In the next section, we describe the Pennsylvania higher education market and the process 

of financial aid packaging. We then synthesize the research literature on institutional responses to 

federal, state, and local grants and scholarships and discuss mechanisms through which we might 

expect institutions to respond to the Promise award. Then, in section III, we detail our data sources 

and research design. We present results in section IV and conclude with a discussion and the 

implications of our findings in section V.  

 
II. Mechanisms and Literature Review 

 
Pennsylvania Context 

Institutional reactions to state grant aid differ between states and may be more pronounced in states 

where universities themselves have more oversight over finances and price setting (Curs & Dar, 

2010a; Rizzo & Ehrenberg, 2004). Given that our investigation focuses on the Pittsburgh Promise, 

we must consider the Pennsylvania (PA) higher education context and the substantial autonomy 

that some PA colleges and universities have in setting tuition and granting aid.  

Unlike other state higher education markets, PA contains three institutional types—public, 

private and “state-related”—that differ in the degree of control the state legislature possesses over 

institutional operations. “State-related” institutions receive only a fraction of their operating 

budget from the state and have a self-perpetuating board of trustees with limited oversight from 

the state legislature or the governor (Heller, 2006).5 Both private and state-related institutions have 

ample control over setting tuition and other price levels and distributing institution-specific 

 
5 These colleges include Lincoln University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania State University (and its regional 
campuses), Temple University, and the University of Pittsburgh (and its regional campuses).  
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financial aid. Public institutions in the state, however, are constrained by the PA Board of 

Governors, which sets tuition and develops policies that guide the state’s public institutions in the 

disbursement of scholarships and grants.6,7  

Another consideration in our analysis is the price of college and the availability of state-

operated grants in PA. PA’s in-state published tuition and fees at public four-year institutions are 

the third highest in the nation (Ma et al, 2015).8 Because of the high tuition charged by many PA 

colleges and universities, institutions may carefully monitor state grants and outside scholarships 

to ensure all students are adequately funded. For example, institutions may want to provide aid to 

the greatest number of students or to those most in need by distributing institutional aid to students 

not receiving other state or private scholarships. Additionally, the state operates the PA Higher 

Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA) grant program, which distributes postsecondary financial 

aid based on need.9 Approximately 150,000 students in academic year 2016-2017 received a 

PHEAA grant, with the average award estimated at $2,600 and a maximum award of $4,340 

(NASSGAP custom query tool, 2019).   

 

Financial Aid Packaging and Financial Need 

During this study’s timeframe, a student’s financial need was calculated as the total cost of 

attendance (TCA) at a given institution minus her Expected Family Contribution (EFC), as 

calculated based on information provided on the Free Application for Federal Student Aid 

 
6 There are 17 two-year public colleges in the state (with additional branch campuses) and 14 four-year public 
institutions. 
7 http://www.passhe.edu/inside/policies/Pages/default.aspx  
8 This ranking does identify Pennsylvania’s state-related institutions as public institutions, which may inflate 
Pennsylvania’s ranking. As of academic year 2015-2016, the published tuition and fees at PA state-related 
institutions were an average of $4,000 more than fully public institutions in the state. 
9 A student’s level of PHEAA eligibility is based on her expected family contribution (EFC) and Pell grant 
allocation.  

http://www.passhe.edu/inside/policies/Pages/default.aspx
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(FAFSA).10 Federal and state means-tested aid are awarded based on demonstrated financial need. 

Whereas EFC was federally determined, the US Department of Education affords institutions 

discretion in calculating “other living expenses” which ultimately affect a student’s TCA and 

financial need. Institutions establish differential living costs for different categories of students, 

such as students with disabilities and / or students with dependents. Furthermore, the federal 

government allows financial aid administrators “to use professional judgment to adjust the cost of 

attendance on a case-by-case basis to allow for special circumstances” (p. 37, FSA Handbook, 

2019). There are no federal laws dictating how institutions calculate living expenses. Most 

institutions use student surveys or rental listings to establish cost estimates with guidance on data 

collection from national financial aid administrator associations (Kelchen, 2018). It is 

unsurprising, then, that living cost allowances vary widely across institutions even when 

institutions are located in similar geographic areas (Kelchen, Goldrick-Rab & Hosch, 2017). If 

institutions are adjusting prices in response to Promise awards, these adjustments may be reflected 

in students’ estimated living expenses.  

 

Institutional Responses to Means-Tested Aid 

Although the Pittsburgh Promise is a merit scholarship, the evidence on institutional responses to 

changes in means-tested aid may still inform our hypotheses about how institutions may react to 

shifts in merit aid generosity. Research suggests that public four-year institutions often decrease 

institutional aid (Lucca, Nadauld & Shen, 2019; Turner, 2014; Acosta, 2001; Li, 1999) and raise 

list tuition (Curs & Dar, 2010b; Rizzo & Ehrenberg, 2004; Acosta, 2001; Li, 1999) in response to 

 
10 A federal law passed in December 2020 will phase out the use of the EFC formula. EFC is an appropriate measure 
for the time period under study here. For more information about the 2020 law, see: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/30/your-money/fafsa-expected-family-contribution.html 
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increases in Pell and state need-based aid. However, the ability for public colleges to respond can 

be more limited and dependent on their state higher education governance structures. In states such 

as Ohio and Indiana, higher education coordinating boards have centralized tuition-setting 

authority. Institutions in these states often reduce the net price charged to students after the 

introduction or increase of a means-tested federal or state-aid program (Lee, 2016; Curs & Dar, 

2010b). Governing boards, in contrast, allow institutions more autonomy over their budgets. In 

these systems—where there is less institutional oversight—net price rises after the introduction of 

means-tested federal or state aid (Lee, 2016; Curs & Dar, 2010b). 

Research on private institutions suggests that these institutions increase institutional aid 

(Curs & Dar, 2010b; Acosta, 2001; Li, 1999; McPherson & Schapiro, 1991) and tuition (Curs & 

Dar, 2010; Singell & Stone, 2007; Acosta, 2001; Li, 1999) in response to federal financial aid 

programs. Some research finds that net price rises as a result (Gordon & Hedlund; Singell & Stone, 

2003; Acosta, 2001). Similar to public institutions, the final price charged to students at private 

institutions is complicated by other factors. Using student-level data and a regression discontinuity 

and kink design, Turner (2014) finds that increases in the Pell grant result in a reduction in 

institutional aid received by Pell-eligible students at selective private institutions. At the margin of 

eligibility, Pell students received more in institutional grant aid; however, for every additional 

dollar of Pell received above the eligibility margin, institutional aid received decreased. This kind 

of price discrimination is also observed in other studies (Lucca et al., 2019). 

In sum, this literature provides three key insights. First, selective institutions appear to be 

more responsive to changes in financial aid programs. Second, for public institutions, the state 

higher education governance structure often guides financial aid packaging and therefore can limit 

the capacity for institutions to respond to shifts in aid generosity. Finally, there appears to be price 
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discrimination within institutions where students are awarded differently based on income and 

other awards received. Table 1 in Appendix A provides a summary of the literature on this topic. 

 

State Merit Aid Programs 

Causal studies on the effects of state merit aid systems on institutional financial aid packaging 

demonstrate varied responses by public institutions. Several studies find that merit scholarships 

have no significant effect on institutional aid at public four-year institutions (Welch, 2015; Curs 

& Dar, 2010a; Curs & Dar, 2010b). However, Hunt (2016) finds that public institutions in Florida 

offered larger institutional aid awards after the introduction of the Florida Bright Futures 

scholarship.  Evidence indicates that institutions in states with merit aid awards similar to that of 

Florida’s may compete for high ability students by offering larger price discounts (Doyle, Delany 

& Naughton, 2009). In effect, this encourages high ability students to remain in-state for college. 

Dreir (2018), in an investigation of the Tennessee Lottery Scholarship, finds that more selective 

institutions were more likely to reduce aid amounts. Geographically based merit aid can induce 

more students to remain in-state for higher education (Page et al, 2019; Cohodes & Goodman, 

2014). This, in turn, may lead to increased competition for seats, particularly at more selective 

schools. The result is that these institutions will have the advantageous position of being able to 

partially capture the merit aid award. This is true in response to federal aid as well (Lucca et al., 

2019; Turner, 1997). 

Existing evidence suggests that public institutions lower tuition after the introduction of a 

state merit aid program (Curs & Dar, 2010a; Curs & Dar, 2010b). In states with centralized higher 

education systems such as Texas, there may be a concerted effort to keep tuition low as part of a 

multi-faceted policy approach to induce college enrollment across the state (Kramer, Ortagus & 
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Lacy, 2018; Long, 2004). Public institutions, with little discretion in setting tuition, may find other 

ways of increasing student charges. Long (2004) finds that institutions with a large share of 

Georgia HOPE recipients raised room and board rates after HOPE’s inception. In states where 

public institutions have more authority in price-setting (such as Kentucky or West Virginia), 

institutions have increased tuition and fees after the introduction of a merit award (Kramer, Ortagus 

& Lacy, 2018; Hunt, 2016; Upton Jr, 2014). Overall, this leads to lower net prices in centrally 

controlled higher education systems and higher net prices in institutionally-autonomous systems 

(Lee, 2016; Curs & Dar, 2010b). 

Research finds that private institutions respond to state merit scholarships by capturing the 

aid through price increases or lower institutional aid. In Georgia, private institutions that received 

a large share of HOPE recipients decreased institutional aid and increased tuition (Long, 2004). 

Other studies present compelling evidence that many private institutions compete for merit aid 

awardees in subtle ways. For example, institutions may lower both list tuition and institutional aid 

such that the net price faced by the student and family is essentially unchanged (Curs & Dar, 

2010a; Curs & Dar, 2010b). Other institutions have been observed to decrease tuition and fees to 

appear more affordable (Hunt, 2016; Welch, 2015). Still others have raised institutional aid to 

capture the state’s most academically qualified students (Lee, 2016). 

There are five institutional responses to merit aid programs that inform our study’s 

hypotheses. Selective institutions have the opportunity and the power to decrease institutional aid 

or increase college prices because the demand for seats at these institutions is high and may 

increase with the implementation of a state-based merit aid program. State coordinating boards—

such as the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE)—work to keep tuition and 

fees low. Governing boards—like those overseeing Pennsylvania’s state-related institutions—
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have more authority to raise tuition or reduce institutional aid. However, even among public 

institutions within coordinating board systems, there are strategies to capture the value of statewide 

merit aid, such as increasing room and board rates or other non-tuition fees. Additionally, 

institutions are more likely to change prices or institutional aid in response to an outside grant 

when a large proportion of the student body received the outside grant.  

 

Institutional responses to place-based scholarship programs  

Although evidence points to institutional responses to large-scale federal and state aid programs, 

responses to promise programs may differ due to their targeted nature and the more limited number 

of students they serve. Delaney and Hemenway (2017) investigate evidence regarding smaller 

place-based scholarships specifically.11 The authors identify postsecondary institutions where 

students can use promise dollars and the academic years in which the relevant programs were in 

existence. Using institution-level data and a difference-in-differences analytic strategy, the authors 

report that tuition and institutional aid increased at four-year institutions after promise 

implementation. Due to their reliance on institution-level data available through IPEDS, the 

authors’ analytic strategy assumes that the availability of promise funds for selected students—

typically a small share of any college’s entire student population—would affect tuition and aid for 

all students at a given institution. When subsetting their data just to those promise programs that 

require students to enroll in one specific institution—and where we might expect a larger share of 

the incoming freshmen class to have received promise dollars—the authors find no impact on 

tuition or institutional aid amounts. This finding calls into question whether the shifts above are 

reasonably attributed to the implementation of a targeted promise program.  

 
11 https://aefpweb.org/sites/default/files/webform/41/16-02-29PromiseDelaneyHemenway.pdf  

https://aefpweb.org/sites/default/files/webform/41/16-02-29PromiseDelaneyHemenway.pdf
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Indeed, we reason that it is unlikely that an institution would adjust tuition or institutional 

aid for all students in response to a small number of students receiving outside grant aid. 

Comparatively more plausible is that an institution would respond to a student’s access to promise 

funding with adjustments in financial aid packaging at the individual level that would not 

necessarily register in aggregate figures. Evidence of such targeted responses has not been 

investigated. We contribute to this gap in the literature by examining individual-level financial aid 

data.  

 

III. Methods 

Data  

Our analyses rely on data from several sources. First, we use student-level administrative records 

from the Pittsburgh Promise on Promise recipients from the Pittsburgh Public Schools (PPS) 

graduating classes of 2009 through 2015.12 The Promise requires each student’s institution to 

complete and submit an invoice detailing the student’s financial aid package. Through this 

invoicing process, the Promise captures detailed, student-level cost and financial aid information, 

including EFC, institutional charges by category, and financial aid. This comprehensive 

information enables the Promise to calculate the last-dollar scholarship amount for each student. 

From a research perspective, these data allow us to observe each student’s total cost of attendance 

and grant-based financial aid from all possible sources. Our second source of data is PPS 

administrative records. From these files, we use the following student-level demographic, 

academic and behavioral variables: sex, race / ethnicity, high school GPA, year of graduation, 

 
12 Although the Promise began with the graduating class of 2008, it did not collect information on individual student 
charges until the 2009-2010 academic year.  
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PSAT scores, and high school attendance rate. Merging these two data sources yields a sample of 

6,172 unique student records across seven graduating cohorts.  

We make several restrictions to arrive at our final analytic sample. First, we restrict our 

analysis to those students attending four-year institutions and drop 1,258 students who attended a 

community college. Due to more limited resources and low tuition costs, two-year institutions do 

not provide much in institutional aid and therefore have little opportunity to alter aid allocations 

in response to the Promise. Second, we exclude an additional 178 students attending for-profit 

institutions, reasoning that we do not have sufficient data to estimate effects for this sector. Next, 

we drop 810 students who did not enroll in college immediately after high school graduation and 

235 students who attended out-of-state institutions during the academic year but who enrolled in 

a Pennsylvania institution in the summer (presumably when home from their primary institution).  

Because our analytic strategy relies on comparing students across cohorts who attend the 

same institution, we drop an additional 656 students attending institutions where no or only one 

Promise student attended in one of the years in our analysis. Eligibility criteria in the Promise’s 

first two years in operation were less stringent than in later years (for more information, see Page 

et al., 2019). Therefore, to keep student cohorts similar across years, we drop 56 students from 

cohort 2009 who did not meet the eligibility criteria in later years of a 90% high school attendance 

rate and a 2.5 graduating GPA. Our final sample includes 2,979 first-year college students across 

23 PA four-year institutions.  

In Table 1, we present descriptive statistics for student characteristics and time-variant 

institutional characteristics. Promise recipients in our analytic sample have an average GPA of 

3.25, a high school attendance rate of 97%, and an average PSAT score in the 40th percentile of 

the national score distribution. Approximately 47% of recipients are nonwhite and three in five are 
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female. Due to skewness in the EFC distribution, we take the natural log of EFC after adding 1 for 

those students with EFCs of zero. More than half of the Promise students in our sample have EFCs 

that qualify them for need-based federal and state aid.  

We emulate extant studies examining institutional responses to financial aid by including 

in our models measures for demand for placement at the institution (Rizzo & Ehrenberg, 2003; 

Lee, 2016), the wealth of the institution (Acosta, 2001; Curs & Dar, 2010), and the economic 

conditions in the institution’s county (Acosta, 2001). These time-variant covariates allow us to 

account for the number of students requiring aid each year; the amount of financial aid the 

institution can distribute to students; and the cost of living in the institution’s community which is 

used in the calculation of a student’s other living expenses.   

 

Empirical Strategies 

Interrupted Time Series 

Our analytic strategy capitalizes on the shift in the maximum Promise award from $5,000 / year to 

$10,000 / year starting with the graduating class of 2012. Institutions are aware of the amount each 

student is eligible to receive in Promise dollars through the invoicing process. If institutions are 

adjusting student charges or financial aid awards in response to Promise funding, we would expect 

to see a discontinuous change in charges and / or aid packages for Promise recipients in the class 

of 2012 and beyond. To explore this possibility, we use an interrupted-time series approach similar 

to Pallais’ (2015) examination of student responses to the increase in the number of free-score 

sends that the ACT provided to test-takers in 1997. Our analytic model takes the following form: 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 +   𝛽𝛽12012𝑖𝑖+ + 𝛽𝛽2𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽32012+ × 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 +  𝜸𝜸𝑿𝑿𝒊𝒊 +  𝝋𝝋𝑾𝑾𝒋𝒋 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖            (1) 
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where the dependent variable is a measure of institutional charges or a financial aid award 

component for student i in institution j who graduated from high school s.  2012𝑖𝑖+ is a binary 

indicator equal to 1 if a student graduated from high school in 2012 or beyond.13 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 indicates 

the year student i completed high school, centered on 2012, and 𝛽𝛽2 represents the linear trend in 

time, while 2012+x𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 adjusts for a differing linear trend post-2011. To control for any shifts 

over time in the characteristics and qualifications of students, 𝑿𝑿𝒊𝒊 is a vector of student-level 

characteristics, which includes all those reported in Table 1. 𝑾𝑾𝒋𝒋 is a vector of institution-level 

characteristics that vary by year and can also be found in Table 1. We include institution fixed 

effects, 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖, to focus on variation in expenses and aid for students attending the same institution. 

We also include high school fixed effects, 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖, to control for high school-specific factors, such as 

college-going cultures, behaviors, and supports regarding financial aid. 𝛽𝛽1 is our primary 

coefficient of interest and represents changes in institutional charges or financial aid award 

components from 2011 to 2012 when the Promise doubled in maximum generosity. We cluster 

standard errors at the higher education institution by graduation year level. 

 Our key research questions pertain to potential shifts in institutional aid. Yet, using this 

same model specification, we comprehensively examine shifts over time in students’ college costs 

and other financial aid awards. Specifically, we examine shifts in total cost of attendance, Promise 

award amounts, Pell awards, and other grants and scholarships. We examine each student charge 

and financial aid component both in 2016 dollars and as a percentage of the total cost of attendance 

in that year. Finally, we consider the aggregate effect of these financial aid package components 

 
13 Similar to Pallais (2015), we first included an indicator for whether a student graduated in 2012 and another indicator 
for whether a student graduated after 2012. We hypothesized that institutions may not respond to the Promise increase 
in its first year and that we may only see effects of the increase in later cohorts after institutions were more attuned to 
the increase in scholarship level. We found that results were similar across years and therefore estimate a pooled effect 
for 2012 and beyond.  
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by examining student net price. We use the IPEDS definition of net price which is the total cost of 

attendance (including tuition, fees, room and board, books, and other living expenses) minus all 

grants and scholarships received. This allows us to estimate the impact of the Promise increase on 

out-of-pocket costs borne by the student.  

 

Quasi-Difference-in-Differences 

A threat to the validity of our estimates is that the changes in student costs and aid packages that 

we observe before and after 2012 may be a function of changes over time in the higher education 

funding environment in Pennsylvania, rather than changes in response to the shift in Promise 

generosity. A stronger analytic design would be possible if we could observe financial aid 

information for students who were observationally similar to and attended the same colleges at the 

same time as Promise recipients. With these data, we would match Promise students to their non-

Promise counterparts and use a matched difference-in-differences design in which we compared 

differentials in aid packages before and after 2012.   

 Unfortunately, we lack access to this ideal comparative student-level data. Instead, to 

address this concern, we turn to information available through the Integrated Postsecondary Data 

System (IPEDS). IPEDS is a system of surveys conducted by the US Department of Education 

that provides publicly available data about all institutions of higher education in the US 

participating in the federal student financial aid program. From IPEDS, we observe year-by-year 

information on financial aid awards for the typical student within each of the institutions on which 

we focus.  The use of IPEDS data is predicated on the idea that we would not see changes in the 

aggregated institution-level data in response to a place-based scholarship and, therefore, this data 

serves as a reasonable point of comparison. The largest class of Promise students in a single 
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institution was 55 students and this Promise cohort accounted for less than 1% of the entering 

freshmen class; therefore, we reason that the Promise students in any institution are unlikely to 

have an impact on the aggregate financial aid values as reported in IPEDS. With these data, we 

consider how, if at all, Promise Scholars’ financial aid awards differ from their average peer 

attending the same institution in the same year. To make this comparison, we augment our student-

level data set with IPEDS-reported average levels of financial aid for the same institution in the 

same academic year and calculate for each Promise recipient the deviation of their college costs 

and financial aid components from the average levels reported in IPEDS.  

More specifically, we match each individual Promise student to the average amount first-

time, full-time students at the same institution and in the same year received in Pell, institutional 

grants, and other awards, separately.14 Because institutions may alter a student’s living expenses 

and financial need in response to outside aid the student receives (Kelchen & Goldrick-Rab, 2017), 

we also match Promise students to the average student total cost of attendance charges reported in 

IPEDS.  

We refer to our resulting analytic approach as a “quasi-difference-in-differences” strategy, 

where students’ deviations from campus-cohort levels serve as a first difference, and we compare 

the magnitude of these differences before and after 2012. We use the same model specification as 

articulated in equation (1) but with the differential from the campus average as the outcome.  

The coefficient on 2012+ in equation (1) tells us whether this differential became larger or smaller 

for the 2012 cohort. If there is a significant change in this differential in 2012, we may infer that 

the difference in outcomes between Promise recipients and the average student changed due to the 

 
14 Unfortunately, we are not able to disaggregate federal, state, and private grants and scholarships that Promise 
students have received because institutions do not have to list each individual award on their invoice to the Promise. 
Instead, we use IPEDS’ summation of federal, state, and local scholarships received by the average student and 
match this to the summation of these same grants received by Promise students.  
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Promise award increase. If institutions are adjusting financial aid packages, we should see either a 

positive coefficient on student charges (indicating that costs grew among Promise recipients 

relative to the average student) or a negative coefficient on institutional financial aid awards 

(indicating that award amounts for Promise recipients decreased relative to the average student). 

We use pre-policy shift differentials to contextualize the magnitude of effects that we estimate.  

 

Subgroup analyses 

We hypothesize that institutions may have differential capacity to respond to the increase in 

Promise generosity according to institutional sector. Therefore, we conduct analyses where we 

subset the sample into public, private and state-related institutions. These subgroup analyses 

produce sample sizes that are small, rendering our estimates somewhat noisy. For this reason, we 

consider both statistical and practical significance in our interpretations.  

 At the student level, we subset the sample by Pell-eligibility status. Based on research that 

demonstrates institutional manipulation of aid awards in response to Pell (Lucca et al, 2015; 

Turner, 2014; Singell & Stone, 2007), we hypothesize that institutions may respond to students 

who receive more in means-tested aid differently from those students who do not receive this aid. 

Specifically, institutions may further decrease institutional aid to Pell recipients due to these 

students receiving a large amount of grant aid from multiple sources. We use the yearly Federal 

Pell Grant payment schedules from 2009 to 2016 to identify, based on EFC, those Promise students 

who would have been Pell-eligible according to that year’s EFC Pell schedule.  
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Threats to validity 

Our analytic strategy assumes that trends in college costs and non-Promise financial aid awards of 

Promise recipients in each institution prior to 2012 would be informative of the costs and aid 

components for Promise recipients at these same institutions in 2012 and beyond, absent any 

changes to the Promise award maximum. The validity of this assumption would be threatened if 

Promise recipients attending a given institution were substantially different before and after the 

increase in the maximum award in 2012. To determine whether institutions enrolled qualitatively 

different Promise recipients after the Promise became more generous, we estimate trends in student 

characteristics using a model following the structure of equation (1) with student characteristics as 

outcomes. We present results by institutional sector in Table 2. There is a statistically significant 

increase of 15 percentage points in the proportion of male students attending public institutions in 

2012.  We test for differences in outcomes between male and female students by subsetting the 

sample by gender and modeling Equation (1). We find no statistically significant or practical 

differences. We also observe a small decrease in the PSAT scores of students attending public and 

private institutions in 2012. We control for both high school GPA and attendance rate, which 

provide additional information about each student’s academic ability and background. Overall, our 

results do not suggest large within-institution shifts in the composition of Promise recipients.  

 A final consideration is understanding the key differences in student characteristics 

between Promise students and the general student population as reported in IPEDS. First, Promise 

students are from lower-income households compared to the average incoming first-year student 

at the institutions in our sample. When we compare the proportion of Promise students receiving 

Pell to the Pell-recipient rates of the student bodies at the same institutions, we find that Promise 

students are more likely than the average student on their campus to receive Pell funds. Thus, it 
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follows that Promise students receive more in means-tested state and federal aid. The differences 

in Pell rates between these two student populations remain consistent throughout the study’s 

timeframe, providing support for the parallel trends assumption necessary for a difference-in-

differences strategy.  

 Additionally, students may be charged differentially based on program of study. STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) degrees, especially engineering and computer-

related fields, cost more for universities to produce. Therefore, many institutions charge students 

in STEM fields more in tuition and fees (American Institutes for Research, 2013). Universities 

may also charge students different prices based on the financial returns to their degrees. For 

example, this has led some universities to charge more to students enrolled in business programs 

(Stange, 2013). To satisfy the parallel trends assumption for our quasi-DID approach, we 

compared the proportion of students enrolled in STEM, business, and education majors in the fall 

incoming classes of 2010, 2012, and 2014 as reported in IPEDS, and the analogous proportion of 

Promise students in these fields in the same cohorts. Overall, the differences in field of study 

between the IPEDS data and Promise students are stable over the three time periods.15 Therefore, 

it would be reasonable to expect for differentials in charges also to be relatively stable over time.  

 

IV. Results 

Descriptive trends 

We begin by examining descriptive trends in average Promise awards and net price across Promise 

cohorts to demonstrate visually the impact the Promise award increase had on out-of-pocket 

college costs for Promise recipients. In Figure 1, we present the average first-year Promise award 

 
15 IPEDS began tracking enrollment in specific fields of study in 2010 and continues to record this data for every other 
academic year. We omit this table of results from the paper for parsimony, but it is available upon request.  
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by cohort in 2016 dollars.16 The average Promise award nearly doubled in size in 2012. This is 

true both overall and within each institutional sector.  

In Figure 2, we present overall trends in net price after accounting for all grants and 

scholarships—including Promise—for Promise students across institutional sectors and the overall 

trend in net price at these same institutions, as reported in IPEDS. The average student attending 

the same institution in the same year paid substantially more in out-of-pocket costs than did the 

average Promise student prior to 2012. Consistent with the timing of the 2012 scholarship increase, 

Promise recipients from this year forward experienced a large decrease in out-of-pocket costs.  

 

Promise awards and net price 

To interpret the results from our quasi-DID models, we must understand the magnitude of 

the change in differentials in 2012 in conjunction with the magnitude of the differentials in 2011. 

For example, the fitted 2011 means provides the difference (Promise value – IPEDS value) in each 

of the outcomes between Promise students and the average student population prior to the doubling 

of the Promise award. The coefficient on 2012+ tells us whether this differential became larger or 

smaller for the 2012 cohort. If there is a significant change in this differential in 2012, we may 

infer that the difference in outcomes between Promise recipients and the average student changed 

due to the Promise award increase. To calculate the differential in 2012, we simply add the 2011 

fitted mean and the coefficient on 2012+. If institutions are adjusting financial aid packages to 

capture value from the increased Promise award, we should see either a positive coefficient on 

student charges (indicating that costs grew among Promise recipients relative to the average 

 
16 Note that dollar amounts have been converted to 2016 real dollars; therefore, reported Promise dollars received by 
students may be greater than $5,000 in 2011 or prior cohorts or $10,000 in 2012 or later cohorts. 
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student) or a negative coefficient on institutional financial aid awards (indicating that award 

amounts for Promise recipients decreased relative to the average student).  

We present the results for changes in Promise dollars and net price for each institutional 

sector in Table 3. The left panel presents results from the interrupted time series model using only 

Promise recipient scholarship award values, while the right panel presents quasi-DID results for 

net price. The top panel displays the results for public institutions. In 2011, the Promise accounted 

for almost 19% of the total cost of attendance for Promise recipients attending public institutions. 

Once the Promise doubled in size, the award accounted for 41% (19 + 22) of the total cost of 

attendance. Due to higher costs, the Promise award amounted to only one-quarter of the total cost 

of attendance in 2012 at private institutions and about one-third of the costs at state-related 

institutions. 

We next turn to the right panel of Table 3 which presents the results of the quasi-difference-

in-differences model on net price. If institutional prices and financial aid remain constant across 

time and students, we would expect to see an increase in Promise dollars that corresponds to a one-

for-one decrease in net price. We do not find this to be true within any of the institutional sectors. 

For example, at public institutions, the average student was responsible for $7,741 more in out-of-

pocket costs than the average Promise student in 2011. This differential only increased by $2,825 

in 2012, which translates to 61% of the average increase in the Promise award received at these 

institutions. This trend also exists within private institutions, where the decrease in net price is also 

61% of the average increase in the Promise award. At state-related institutions, the net price change 

amounts to 81% of the Promise increase. These results suggest that adjustments to Promise 

students’ financial aid packages could be occurring.  
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Total cost of attendance  

We next turn to results examining the changes in the cost of attendance in Table 4. The first column 

of the top panel shows that the average student attending a public institution in 2011 faced 

approximately $641 less in total costs than did the average Promise student. In 2012, this 

differential grew by $271. Most of this increase is due to a statistically significant $789 change in 

the 2012 room and board differential. One potential mechanism explaining this result is that 

Promise students could be selecting more expensive living arrangements and/or meal plans after 

the increase in Promise generosity. Institutions in our sample do offer students a variety of meal 

plan and dorm options. Students in particular fields of study, athletics, or honors programs, in 

particular, may have other living options available to them. Another possibility is that institutions 

are charging Promise students more in room and board fees. We find this latter hypothesis 

improbable as room and board fees are standardized.  

We find no other statistically or practically significant changes in the remaining cost 

differentials. Although we observe nonsignificant but practically large changes in the other living 

expenses differential at public and state-related institutions, the changes in room and board fees 

lead us to believe that other living expenses in this sample may be affected by changing student 

living arrangements rather than institutional responses to the Promise increase.  

 

Financial aid awards 

Table 5 displays the shifts in non-Promise financial aid awards. The first panel reveals that Promise 

students attending public institutions in 2011 received approximately $3,317 more in financial aid 

than the average student attending the same institution. The majority of this aid is from the Pell 

and non-Pell federal, state, and local grants categories. Unfortunately, we are unable to break this 
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latter category down further due to how the Promise invoice is structured. It is unknown if these 

grants are means-tested government-provided aid or from private sources. We find that the total 

grant aid differential between Promise students and the average student at public institutions 

decreases by $1,524 in 2012. This decline appears to be concentrated in the non-Pell federal, state, 

and local grants category. We observe a similar decline in this aid category among students 

attending the other two institutional sectors. It is possible that other award-granting organizations 

disbursed less aid to Promise students once the Promise award doubled. Another mechanism 

driving this result may be that additional Promise dollars are exceeding Promise students’ financial 

need calculation (e.g., TCA – EFC). For example, a student may qualify for a government grant if 

their financial need has not been met by other sources of aid; however, if the additional Promise 

dollars received in 2012 exceeds a student’s financial need, they will no longer qualify for the 

government grant. It may be that Promise dollars are displacing other awards. We test for this 

hypothesis and find that student net cost (TCA minus total grants excluding the Promise) remains 

unchanged from 2011 to 2012 within all institutional sectors. However, including the Promise in 

this calculation, greatly decreases net cost further. This may have implications for student 

eligibility for campus-based aid such as the Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant 

(FSEOG), which is only available to a campus’ neediest students. 

 Finally, we turn to changes in institutional grants. We find no meaningful changes in the 

grant differentials at public or state-related institutions. At private institutions, Promise recipients 

received $1,104 (251 – 1,355) less in institutional aid in 2012 than did the average student; 

however, this result is not precisely estimated.  
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EFC subgroup analysis 

Public institutions  

We next examine changes in financial aid and costs by Pell eligibility status within institutional 

sectors. We subset our results by Pell eligibility as determined by the year-relevant Pell-eligible 

EFC range. We only discuss those tables of results that provide more clarity to the main results 

presented in the previous sections. The remaining tables we do not discuss here can be found in 

Appendix A. 

 Table 6 displays cost of attendance results for those students attending public institutions. 

The top panel displays results for Pell-eligible students, while the bottom panel displays results for 

non-Pell-eligible Promise recipients. The bottom panel of Table 6 shows that students not eligible 

for Pell are responsible for the increases in the room and board differential discussed above, as 

well as the changes in the other living expenses category. We also find a $600 increase in the 

tuition and fees differential in 2012 among non-Pell-eligible students. This may suggest that higher 

income students are opting in to different living arrangements.  

The top panel of Table 7 shows that students with EFCs within the year-relevant Pell range 

experienced a large reduction in non-Pell federal, state, and local grants. In 2011, Promise 

recipients received approximately $2,562 more in these grants than did the average student. In 

2012, however, this differential decreased by 56%. For lower-income students that receive a large 

amount in need-based aid, the Promise award could be disqualifying them from receiving awards 

from private scholarship organizations or from campus-based sources available to the neediest 

students. 
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State-Related Institutions 

We turn to results by Pell eligibility within the state-related sector. In Table 8, we find that Pell-

eligible students in 2012 may have selected or been placed in different living arrangements, as the 

differential decreased by $1,179. In contrast, we find no significant changes in room and board 

among higher income students. However, we do observe that the other living expenses differential 

is reduced quite substantially in 2012. It is possible for institutions within this sector to increase 

financial need by inflating a student’s other living expenses to ensure the student’s financial 

awards are not displaced by other awards. For example, the University of Pittsburgh, where many 

Promise recipients enroll, already has a policy against award displacement in place.17 

 

Private Institutions 

We finally turn to results by Pell eligibility status within private institutions. Table 9 displays the 

quasi-DID results for non-Promise financial aid. The top panel shows that Pell-eligible students 

received $3,854 more in non-Promise grants than did the average student. In 2012, this differential 

decreased by $2,747. The reason for this large decrease is due to a reduction in the non-Pell federal, 

state, and local grants category. Similar to results discussed above for students attending public 

institutions, it may be that the Promise award is displacing means-tested aid for lower-income 

students. This is particularly noteworthy at private institutions because Promise recipients did not 

experience a statistically significant change in net price after the Promise award doubled.  

The bottom panel of Table 9 displays analogous results for non-Pell-eligible Promise 

recipients. Although not robust, we find a large change in the differential on institutional grants. 

Results indicate that Promise recipients received $4,844 more, on average, in institutional grants 

 
17 https://www.post-gazette.com/business/money/2016/09/16/Colleges-financial-practices-can-hurt-students-in-
need-loans-scholarships/stories/201609160079  

https://www.post-gazette.com/business/money/2016/09/16/Colleges-financial-practices-can-hurt-students-in-need-loans-scholarships/stories/201609160079
https://www.post-gazette.com/business/money/2016/09/16/Colleges-financial-practices-can-hurt-students-in-need-loans-scholarships/stories/201609160079
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than did the general population attending the same institutions in 2011. In 2012, the differential 

decreased by $4,317. This is suggestive evidence that private institutions may be awarding less aid 

to those students who are not eligible for means-tested aid. 

 

V. Discussion and Conclusion  

The purpose of this study was to determine whether and the extent to which institutions respond 

to generous place-based scholarships by strategically adjusting financial aid packages and/or 

student costs. Using detailed data on the financial aid packages of students’ awarded scholarship 

funds through the Pittsburgh Promise and IPEDS data, we do not find conclusive evidence that 

institutions are altering the financial aid packages of students receiving Promise dollars.  

Overall, we find that the Promise is a considerable piece of the aid package that Promise 

students receive. It significantly reduces costs, especially at public institutions. The difference in 

net price between Promise students and the average student attending the same institution in the 

same year is a testament to the Promise’s impact on total cost of attendance.  

There is suggestive evidence that private institutions are responding to the Promise through 

decreases in institutional aid for wealthier students not eligible for the Pell award. Although results 

are noisy, there is a substantial drop in institutional aid received by these students at private 

institutions once the Promise award increased and a nonsignificant reduction in net price. The 

literature on award displacement has provided evidence that some private institutions provide less 

institutional aid to those students receiving other awards (Turner, 2014; Lucca et al, 2019) and that 

the most selective institutions are more likely to capture outside aid (Singell & Stone, 2003). 

Ideally, with a larger sample size, we could examine shifts in institutional aid within the private 
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school sector by selectivity. Unfortunately, we do not have the power to conduct this kind of 

analysis. We believe this is an area for further study. 

The surprising result is that students across institutional sectors experienced a large 

reduction in non-Pell federal, state, and local grants. As previously discussed, due to the nature of 

the Promise invoice, we are unable to break this category down further. One possibility is that this 

result is driven by student rather than institutional action.  For example, perhaps students did not 

apply for as many other sources of scholarship aid once they learned the Promise award doubled 

in size. Scholarship organizations themselves also could have responded to the increase in Promise 

generosity. For example, among their scholarship applicants, perhaps scholarship providers were 

less likely to select students from the Pittsburgh Public Schools to receive their awards. Most of 

the reduction in this aid category is occurring among lower-income students that qualify for Pell. 

One possible mechanism behind this result is that the Promise award (in addition to other awards 

received by lower income students) may reduce a student’s financial need to the extent that they 

become ineligible for campus-based aid available only to the neediest of students. This is possible 

because the Promise invoice received by institutions lists the amount the student is eligible to 

receive in Promise dollars. One recommendation offered by the National Scholarship Providers 

Association (2013) in response to award displacement is for private scholarship providers to 

contact institutional financial aid offices to discuss altering a scholarship recipient’s financial need 

calculation. If an institution adjusts a student’s financial need, the student may be able to keep both 

the private scholarship and other awards. 

Place-based scholarships are often the result of community initiatives with limited funding 

and substantial investments in ongoing fundraising. The true value and potential longevity of such 

programs are important considerations for every promise program. If institutions respond to these 
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programs by lowering aid to promise recipients, promise programs essentially subsidize 

institutions rather than students. If decreases in institutional aid match promise dollars nearly one-

for-one, a student’s net price does not decrease. We find some evidence of such institutional 

“maneuvering” at private institutions in response to the Pittsburgh Promise. However, overall, we 

find that the Promise could be exceeding a student’s financial need and, therefore, displacing other 

grant awards. The extent to which these results generalize to other Promise settings is unknown. 

Therefore, we encourage other promise programs to conduct similar analyses to investigate 

whether and to what extent this phenomenon could be occurring at institutions where their students 

enroll. 
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Tables and Figures 

Table 1. Analytic sample descriptive statistics 

Variables Mean 
(SD) 

Student Characteristics:  

Female 0.59 
(0.49) 

Nonwhite 0.47 
(0.50) 

HS GPA 3.25 
(0.43) 

HS Attendance Rate 96.94 
(2.67) 

PSAT 114.46 
(49.77) 

Missing PSAT 0.13 
(0.33) 

Off Campus 0.13 
(0.34) 

Log EFC 5.65 
(4.44) 

Time-Variant Characteristics  

Admit Yield 32.75 
(9.40) 

Percent Admitted 69.06 
(15.10) 

Endowment FTE 20,858.60 
(30,934.76) 

Gifts FTE 2,290.13 
(2,734.04) 

Investment FTE 1,453.96 
(5,309.69) 

State Appropriations (in 
thousands) 

58,700 
(94,300) 

Average Rent in Institution 
County 

772.18 
(92.90) 

N 2,979 
Sources: Pittsburgh Promise, Pittsburgh Public Schools, 
IPEDS, and US Census. 
Notes: Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are 
reported for all cohorts. 
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Table 2. Differences in covariates before and after Promise increase 

 Female Nonwhite HS GPA Attendance Logged 
EFC 

PSAT 
Score 

Missing 
PSAT 

Public Institutions, N=834 

2012+ -0.15* -0.04 -0.00 -0.46 0.21 -7.77* 0.00 
(0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.36) (0.65) (4.43) (0.02) 

R-squared 0.039 0.211 0.147 0.182 0.094 0.764 0.861 
State-Related Institutions, N=1,111 

2012+ -0.08 0.01 0.05 0.33 0.73 1.98 -0.01 
(0.05) (0.07) (0.05) (0.26) (0.61) (4.28) (0.02) 

R-squared 0.053 0.272 0.446 0.323 0.219 0.745 0.850 
Private Institutions, N=1,034 

2012+ -0.00 0.03 0.09 0.36 0.33 -7.55** 0.03** 
(0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.33) (0.45) (2.96) (0.01) 

R-squared 0.194 0.175 0.187 0.199 0.126 0.767 0.910 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Source: Pittsburgh Promise administrative files. 
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions as a function of graduating in a year in which the Promise doubled in 
value. Standard errors are presented in parentheses. 
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Table 3. Promise awards and net price 

 Difference, Promise 
Student Sample Quasi-DID 

 Promise Net Price 
 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 

Public Institutions, N=834 
2012+ 21.48*** 4,636.13*** -16.30*** -2,824.91*** 
 (0.83) (170.21) (3.77) (881.27) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 18.56 5,065.43 -30.72 -7,741.03 

R2 0.645 0.726 0.575 0.579 
State-Related Institutions, N=1,111 

2012+ 15.70*** 4,166.99*** -13.37*** -3,379.36*** 
 (1.26) (241.46) (3.03) (1,044.53) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 16.69 4,967.49 -22.57 -7,512.84 

R2 0.578 0.692 0.371 0.357 
Private Institutions, N=1,034 

2012+ 11.48*** 4,262.52*** -6.80* -2,588.47 
 (0.95) (251.59) (3.94) (1,886.29) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 12.27 5,089.81 -19.92 -8,614.47 

R2 0.652 0.694 0.378 0.404 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and 
IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid 
outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000 for cohorts 
2012 to 2015. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time students enrolling in 
college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models include 
covariates displayed in Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed 
effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level and are 
presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as 
baseline means. 
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Table 4. Cost of attendance, Quasi-DID results 
 Total Cost 

of 
Attendance 

Tuition and fees Room and board Books Other living expenses 

 $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 
Public Institutions, N=834 

2012+ 270.83 -0.23 71.13 2.94 788.77* 0.05 26.13 -2.75 -615.20 
 (347.50) (0.58) (215.78) (1.82) (465.31) (0.15) (28.93) (1.72) (395.17) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 641.14 -0.72 75.45 -0.37 174.54 -0.21 -13.96 1.30 405.11 

R-squared 0.418 0.441 0.142 0.397 0.630 0.463 0.242 0.272 0.222 
State-Related Institutions, N=1,111 

2012+ 128.80 -1.42 -230.97 -2.44*** -581.57** -0.25 -47.64* 4.11 988.98 
 (861.35) (2.31) (278.44) (0.84) (257.17) (0.20) (25.67) (3.00) (824.14) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean -937.48 3.78 375.08 0.49 -46.04 0.60 143.33 -4.87 -1,409.85 

R-squared 0.227 0.180 0.179 0.211 0.282 0.404 0.505 0.147 0.254 
Private Institutions, N=1,034 

2012+ -421.92 -0.12 -11.16 1.02* 42.08 -0.09 -1.45 -0.81 -451.39 
 (679.51) (1.81) (585.70) (0.59) (167.25) (0.15) (49.57) (1.89) (735.81) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 709.85 -0.51 409.52 -1.22 -388.35 0.21 125.03 1.51 563.65 

R-squared 0.388 0.481 0.238 0.106 0.192 0.613 0.739 0.372 0.360 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000 for cohorts 2012 to 
2015. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models include covariates 
displayed in Table 1. Models include institution fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level and are presented in parentheses. Fitted 
outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means. 
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Table 5. Non-Promise grant aid, Quasi-DID results 
 Total non-Promise grant aid Non-Pell federal, state, and 

local grants Pell Institutional grants 

 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 
Public Institutions, N=834 

2012+ -4.93 -1,540.39* -2.62 -776.82 -0.35 -198.61 -1.96 -491.39 
 (3.56) (849.89) (2.15) (505.75) (1.51) (340.10) (2.13) (497.55) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 11.60 3,316.74 5.42 1,470.83 6.70 1,798.03 -0.52 -98.72 

R2 0.567 0.567 0.228 0.219 0.813 0.822 0.187 0.182 
State-Related Institutions, N=1,111 

2012+ -2.05 -658.83 -4.18 -1,114.08 1.59* 352.67 0.55 189.14 
 (2.92) (902.95) (3.02) (822.78) (0.83) (233.09) (3.27) (993.01) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 5.49 1,607.87 11.70 3,384.75 4.21 1,216.92 -10.42 -3,116.39 

R2 0.324 0.332 0.200 0.207 0.789 0.821 0.204 0.182 
Private Institutions, N=1,034 

2012+ -4.49 -2,095.97 -1.08 -604.80 0.14 -50.38 -3.55 -1,355.21 
 (3.62) (1,771.01) (2.34) (1,334.07) (0.68) (234.08) (3.66) (1,903.88) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 7.23 4,234.51 5.13 2,285.80 3.82 1,522.21 -1.72 251.15 

R2 0.414 0.337 0.202 0.222 0.781 0.806 0.275 0.164 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000 for cohorts 2012 to 
2015. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models include covariates 
displayed in Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level and are presented in 
parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means. 
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Table 6. Cost of attendance by Pell eligibility status for students attending public institutions, N=834 
 Total Cost of 

Attendance Tuition and fees Room and board Books Other living expenses 

 $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=574 

2012+ -28.29 -0.95* -266.50 3.00 682.03 0.15 32.50 -2.20 -476.33 
(436.59) (0.53) (251.05) (1.96) (499.53) (0.18) (36.98) (1.83) (414.39) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 659.37 -0.86 77.96 -0.61 151.30 -0.26 -27.45 1.73 457.56 

R-squared 0.417 0.596 0.167 0.416 0.616 0.470 0.196 0.353 0.383 
Not Pell-Eligible, N=260 

2012+ 624.28** 0.97 599.99** 3.26* 1,008.75** -0.09 14.06 -4.14** -998.51* 
(229.42) (0.93) (229.47) (1.83) (438.38) (0.08) (15.65) (1.88) (497.74) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 548.97 -0.65 -43.59 -0.07 159.25 -0.11 9.30 0.83 424.02 

R-squared 0.530 0.585 0.371 0.503 0.760 0.627 0.750 0.490 0.294 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000 for cohorts 2012 to 
2015 in the top panel. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models 
include covariates displayed in Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level and are 
presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means. The bottom panel presents the coefficient on the linear time 
trend from equation (1). 
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Table 7. Gift aid by Pell eligibility status at public institutions, N=834 
 Total non-Promise grant 

aid 
Federal, state, and local 

grants Pell Institutional grants 

 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=574 

2012+ 
-6.17* -2,215.72*** -4.89* -1,452.13** 1.42 -19.61 -2.70 -669.38 
(3.19) (760.50) (2.42) (571.91) (1.35) (320.01) (2.36) (548.84) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 20.90 5,809.13 9.53 2,562.36 12.30 3,302.10 -0.94 -202.49 
R-squared 0.373 0.321 0.180 0.147 0.694 0.686 0.196 0.189 

Not Pell-Eligible, N=260 

2012+  1.23 407.45 2.83 698.02 -0.84 -21.06 -0.76 -196.84 
(3.71) (909.63) (1.89) (447.69) (1.22) (274.92) (3.33) (792.31) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean -11.54 -2,770.75 -5.03 -1,245.62 -7.64 -1,953.47 1.13 282.96 
R-squared 0.295 0.289 0.313 0.320 0.475 0.454 0.240 0.239 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise 
award up to $10,000. Coefficients are estimated from a fully interactive model. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time 
students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models include covariates displayed in 
Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level 
and are presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means in brackets. 
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Table 8. Cost of attendance by Pell eligibility status for students attending state-related institutions, N=1,111 
 Total Cost of 

Attendance Tuition and fees Room and board Books Other living expenses 

 $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=574 

2012+ -528.36 -1.24 -265.65 -4.11*** -1,179.37** 0.03 -10.04 5.32* 926.70 
(1,018.83) (3.16) (239.88) (1.29) (458.51) (0.26) (39.52) (3.16) (833.96) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean -189.47 4.10 642.05 1.93 469.22 0.63 168.53 -6.67 -1,469.27 

R-squared 0.190 0.211 0.177 0.192 0.230 0.402 0.475 0.239 0.253 
Not Pell-Eligible, N=537 

2012+ 1,311.58 -2.58 -40.01 -0.45 243.38 -0.61*** -82.20** 3.63 1,190.41 
(897.88) (2.45) (457.47) (1.49) (445.62) (0.18) (36.61) (3.20) (926.79) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean -1,737.75 3.64 78.80 -0.78 -507.44 0.56 114.93 -3.42 -1,424.04 

R-squared 0.371 0.234 0.285 0.357 0.551 0.482 0.560 0.163 0.311 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000 for cohorts 2012 to 
2015 in the top panel. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models 
include covariates displayed in Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level and are 
presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means. The bottom panel presents the coefficient on the linear time 
trend from equation (1). 
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Table 9. Non-Promise gift aid by Pell eligibility status at private institutions, N=1,034 
 Total non-Promise grant 

aid 
Federal, state, and local 

grants Pell Institutional grants 

 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=636 

2012+ 
-4.19 -2,746.56* -4.29** -2,249.74** 0.63 -102.43 -0.52 -294.46 
(3.64) (1,488.25) (2.14) (1,090.99) (0.94) (319.75) (3.33) (1,373.12) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 7.18 3,853.70 6.97 3,054.49 7.19 2,913.01 -6.98 -2,302.80 
R-squared 0.504 0.486 0.275 0.361 0.646 0.675 0.454 0.330 

Not Pell-Eligible, N=398 

2012+  -6.13 -2,266.25 4.26 2,218.74 -0.57 -97.83 -9.83 -4,317.00 
(4.97) (2,631.81) (4.18) (2,459.10) (0.43) (178.70) (6.06) (3,563.90) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 4.70 3,901.08 0.68 404.93 -3.49 -1,500.27 7.50 4,844.24 
R-squared 0.443 0.371 0.260 0.254 0.660 0.496 0.282 0.243 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise 
award up to $10,000. Coefficients are estimated from a fully interactive model. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time 
students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models include covariates displayed in 
Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level 
and are presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means in brackets. 
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Figure 1. Promise dollars received by cohort 
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Figure 2. Net price average among Promise and IPEDS samples 
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Appendix A 

Table A.1. Studies examining institutional responses to financial aid 
Citation Study Type Region and 

Year 
Unit of 

Analysis 
Type of 
Award 

Results 

Federal Aid Programs 
Acosta (2001)  Causal: IVE National: 1991-

1996 
Institution Various Public 4-yr:  

↑ Federal Aid: ↓ Institutional Aid, ↑ Tuition, 
↓ Net Tuition  
 
Private 4-yr:  
↑ Federal Aid: ↑ Institutional Aid, ↑ Tuition, 
↑ Net Tuition  

Gordon & Hedlund 
(2019) 

Static Model National: 1987-
2010 

Institution Various Overall:  
↑ Federal Aid: ↑ Net Tuition  
 
*Greatest Impact at Public Non-Selective 
Institutions 

Li (1999) Causal: IVE National: 1984-
1994 

Student Pell Public 4-yr: 
↑ Pell: ↑ List Tuition, ↑ Net Tuition, (Possible 
↓ Institutional Aid) 
 
Private 4-yr: 
↑ Pell: ↑ List Tuition, ↔ Net Tuition 
(Possible ↑ Institutional Aid) 

Lucca, Nadauld & 
Shen (2019) 

Casual: DID National: 2000-
2012 

Institution Credit 
Expansion 
and Pell 

Overall:  
↑ Pell: ↔ Tuition, ↓ Institutional Aid, ↔ Net 
Tuition 

McPherson & 
Schapiro (1991) 

Correlational  National: 1978-
1986 

Institution Various Public 4-yr:  
↑ Federal Aid to Low-Income Students: ↑ 
Tuition, ↔ Institutional Aid 
↑ State Aid to Higher-Income Students 
(Merit): ↑ Tuition 
 
Private 4-yr: 
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Table A.1. Studies examining institutional responses to financial aid 
Citation Study Type Region and 

Year 
Unit of 

Analysis 
Type of 
Award 

Results 

↑ Federal Aid: ↔ Tuition, ↑ Institutional Aid 
Singell & Stone 
(2007) 

Causal: IVE National: 1989-
1996 

Institution Pell Public 4-yr: 
↑ Pell: ↔ Tuition 
 
Private 4-yr:  
↑ Pell: ↑ Tuition 

Singell & Stone 
(2003).  

Causal: IVE National: 1983-
1996 

Institution Pell Top 100 Selective Institutions: 
↑ Pell: ↑ Net Tuition 
 
Institutions Outside Top 100: 
↑ Pell: ↔ Net Tuition 
 
Public Institutions of Any Rank: 
↑ Pell: ↔ Net Tuition 
 
Privates of Any Rank:  
↑ Pell: ↑ Net Tuition 

Turner (2014) Causal: RD 
& Regression 
Kink 

National: 1996, 
2000, 2004, 
2008, & 2012 

Student Pell Public 4-yr:  
↑ Pell: ↓ Institutional Aid 
*More selective publics still provide Pell 
recipients with more institutional aid than 
non-recipients 
 
Selective private 4-yr:  
↑ Pell: ↓ Institutional Aid 
*More selective privates still provide Pell 
recipients with more institutional aid than 
non-recipients 
 
Less selective private 4-yr: 
↑ Pell: ↔ Institutional Aid 
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Table A.1. Studies examining institutional responses to financial aid 
Citation Study Type Region and 

Year 
Unit of 

Analysis 
Type of 
Award 

Results 

*Students marginally eligible for the Pell 
grant: ↑ Institutional Aid 
*For every additional dollar of Pell above 
eligible margin: ↓ Institutional Aid 

Turner (1997) Causal: DID National: 1972, 
1980, 1982 

Student Pell Overall: 
↑ Pell: ↓ Net Price 
 
*Institutions serving more low-income 
students saw larger reductions in net cost than 
more selective institutions 

State Aid Programs 
Bell & Place (2018) Causal: DID Tennessee: 

2012-2016 
Institution Tennessee 

Promise; 
last-dollar 
scholarship 
covers 
tuition and 
fees 

Public 2-yr:  
↑ Promise: ↑ Tuition & Fees 
 
Private 2-yr:  
↑ Promise: ↔ Tuition & Fees 

Curs & Dar (2010) Causal: IVE Differences 
between states: 
2002-2008 

Institution State merit 
or need-
based aid 

Public 4-yr:  
↑ Merit Aid: ↓ Tuition, ↔ Institutional Aid, ↓ 
Net Price 
↑ Need-Based Aid: ↑ Tuition, ↓ Institutional 
Aid, ↑ Net Price 
 
Private 4-yr:  
↑ Merit Aid: ↓ Tuition, ↓ Institutional Aid, ↔ 
Net Price 
↑ Need-Based Aid: ↑ Tuition, ↔ Institutional 
Aid, ↑ Net Price 

Curs & Dar (2010) Causal: IVE Differences 
between states: 
2002-2008 

Institution State and 
federal 
grants 

Public 4-yr:  
↑ State Aid: ↓ Tuition, ↔ Institutional Aid, ↓ 
Net Price 
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Table A.1. Studies examining institutional responses to financial aid 
Citation Study Type Region and 

Year 
Unit of 

Analysis 
Type of 
Award 

Results 

↑ Federal Aid: ↑ Tuition, ↑ Institutional Aid, 
↔ Net Price 
 
*Governing Board Systems: ↓ Net Price 
*Coordinating Board Systems: ↑ Net Price 
 
Private 4-yr:  
↑ State Aid: ↓ Tuition, ↓ Institutional Aid, ↔ 
Net Price 
↑ Federal Aid: ↑ Tuition, ↑ Institutional Aid, 
↓ Net Price 

Doyle, Delaney & 
Naughton (2009) 

Correlational Differences 
between states: 
1999-2004 

Student State aid Public 4-yr: 
↑ Merit Aid: ↓ Institutional Aid 
 
*Less Institutional Aid to Low-Income 
Students, More Aid for Academic 
Qualifications  

Dreier (2018) Causal: DID Tennessee: 
2000-2009 

Institution Tennessee 
Education 
Lottery 
Scholarship 
(TELS) 

Public 4-yr: 
↑ TELS: ↔ Average Institutional Aid but ↓ 
in Later Years, ↑ # of Students Receiving 
Institutional Aid, ↓ Gross Institutional Aid  
 
*More Selective Institutions Decrease 
Institutional Aid 

Hunt, (2016) Causal: DID Florida: 1991-
2004 

Institution Florida 
Bright 
Futures 
Scholarship: 
75-100% of 
Tuition 

Public 4-yr:  
↑ Bright Futures: ↑ Tuition and Fees, ↑ Room 
and Board, ↑ Institutional Aid.  
 
Private 4-yr:  
↑ Bright Futures: ↓ Tuition and Fees, ↔ 
Room and Board, ↔ Institutional Aid 
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Table A.1. Studies examining institutional responses to financial aid 
Citation Study Type Region and 

Year 
Unit of 

Analysis 
Type of 
Award 

Results 

Kramer, Ortagus & 
Lacy (2018) 

Causal: DID Differences 
between state 
merit awards: 
1988-2009 

Institution State merit 
aid awards 

Public 4-yr:  
Tuition Authority Centralized: 
↑ Merit Aid: ↓ Tuition and Fees  
 
Autonomous Authority over Tuition: 
↑ Merit Aid: ↑ Tuition and Fees  

Lee (2016) Causal: DID Differences 
between state 
merit awards: 
1987-2009 

Institution State merit 
aid awards 

*Author observed several patterns in 
responses to merit aid awards 
 

1. ↑ Student Charges, ↔ Institutional 
Aid, ↑ Net Price (Both Sectors) 

2. ↑ Student Charges, ↑ Institutional 
Aid, ↔ Net Price (Mostly Private 4-
yr) 

3. ↔ Student Charges, ↑ Institutional 
Aid, ↓ Net Price (Private 4-yr) 

4. ↓Student Charges, (Sometimes) ↑ 
Institutional Aid, ↓ Net Price (Mostly 
Public 4-yr),  

5. Inconclusive Results  
Long (2004) Causal: DID Georgia: 1989-

1997 
Institution Georgia 

HOPE 
Scholarship 

Public 4-yr:  
↑ HOPE: ↓List Tuition, ↑ Room & Board 
*Tuition results may have been part of a 
statewide initiative to induce college 
enrollment  
*Room & Board increases larger at 
institutions with more HOPE recipients  
 
Private 4-yr:  
↑ HOPE: ↑ List Tuition increased, ↔ Room 
& Board, ↓ Institutional Aid 
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Table A.1. Studies examining institutional responses to financial aid 
Citation Study Type Region and 

Year 
Unit of 

Analysis 
Type of 
Award 

Results 

*Tuition and Institutional Aid results larger at 
institutions with more HOPE recipients  

Rizzo & Ehrenberg 
(2004) 

Correlational Differences 
between states: 
1979-1998 

Institution Various Public:  
↑ Pell / ↑ State Need-Based Aid: ↑ Tuition 
↑ State Merit Aid: ↔ Tuition  

Upton (2014) Causal: DID 
& Synthetic 
Controls 

Arizona: 2000-
2010 

Institution  Arizona 
merit 
scholarship 
(AIMS): 
25% of 
tuition 

Public 4-yr:  
↑ AIMS: ↑ Tuition 

Welch (2015)  Causal: DID National: 1986-
2010 

Institution State merit 
aid awards 

Public 4-yr:  
↑ Merit Aid: ↔ Tuition, ↔ Institutional Aid  
 
Private 4-yr:  
↑ Merit Aid: ↔ Tuition, ↔ Institutional Aid  

Place-Based Promise Programs or Private Scholarships 
Delaney & Hemenway 
(2016) 

Causal: DID Differences 
between 
national 
promise 
programs; 
2000-2012 

Institution Promise 
award 

Public 2-yr (contingent on model): 
↑ Promise: ↑ Fees, ↓ Institutional Aid 
 
Public 4-yr:  
↑ Promise: ↑ Tuition, ↑ Institutional Aid 
 

National Scholarship 
Providers Association 
(2013) 

Descriptive National: 2011 Institution Private 
Scholarships 

Public:  
↑ Private Scholarships: ↑ COA (Fees) 
 
Private:  
↑ Private Scholarships: ↓ Institutional Aid 
 
*Half of surveyed institutions contact private 
scholarship providers to discuss how to 
approach student’s overaward 
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Appendix B 
 

Table B.1. Promise dollars and net price by Pell eligibility status at public 
institutions, N=834 
 Difference, Promise Student 

Sample Quasi-DID 

 Promise Net price 

 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=574 

2012+ 
22.11*** 4,744.53*** -15.68*** -2,557.09*** 

(1.18) (298.06) (3.41) (847.16) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 19.29 5,081.10 -40.75 -10,230.87 
R-squared 0.673 0.718 0.398 0.432 

Not Pell-Eligible, N=260 

2012+  
20.24*** 4,312.80*** -21.22*** -4,095.96*** 

(1.12) (264.62) (3.95) (972.03) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 17.30 5,087.87 -6.31 -1,768.14 
R-squared 0.806 0.780 0.508 0.457 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and 
IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid 
outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000. Coefficients 
are estimated from a fully interactive model. Data are restricted to first-time, 
full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school 
graduation. All models include covariates displayed in Table 1. Models include 
institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year 
by institution level and are presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for 
students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means in brackets. 
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Table B.2. Gift aid by Pell eligibility status at public institutions, N=834 
 Total non-Promise grant 

aid 
Federal, state, and local 

grants Pell Institutional grants 

 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=574 

2012+ 
-6.17* -2,215.72*** -4.89* -1,452.13** 1.42 -19.61 -2.70 -669.38 
(3.19) (760.50) (2.42) (571.91) (1.35) (320.01) (2.36) (548.84) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 20.90 5,809.13 9.53 2,562.36 12.30 3,302.10 -0.94 -202.49 
R-squared 0.373 0.321 0.180 0.147 0.694 0.686 0.196 0.189 

Not Pell-Eligible, N=260 

2012+  1.23 407.45 2.83 698.02 -0.84 -21.06 -0.76 -196.84 
(3.71) (909.63) (1.89) (447.69) (1.22) (274.92) (3.33) (792.31) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean -11.54 -2,770.75 -5.03 -1,245.62 -7.64 -1,953.47 1.13 282.96 
R-squared 0.295 0.289 0.313 0.320 0.475 0.454 0.240 0.239 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise 
award up to $10,000. Coefficients are estimated from a fully interactive model. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time 
students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models include covariates displayed in 
Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level 
and are presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means in brackets. 
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Table B.3. Promise dollars and net price by Pell eligibility status at state-
related institutions, N=1,111 
 Difference, Promise Student 

Sample Quasi-DID 

 Promise Net price 

 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=574 

2012+ 
14.73*** 4,097.75*** -13.50*** -4,141.53*** 

(1.19) (311.30) (3.16) (1,031.43) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 17.43 5,128.44 -30.79 -9,300.11 
R-squared 0.559 0.644 0.263 0.318 

Not Pell-Eligible, N=537 

2012+  
16.28*** 4,432.99*** -14.72*** -3,082.73* 

(1.52) (313.42) (4.39) (1,547.25) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 15.98 4,761.54 -11.06 -4,535.52 
R-squared 0.640 0.779 0.276 0.287 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and 
IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid 
outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000. Coefficients 
are estimated from a fully interactive model. Data are restricted to first-time, 
full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school 
graduation. All models include covariates displayed in Table 1. Models include 
institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year 
by institution level and are presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for 
students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means in brackets. 
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Table B.4. Gift aid by Pell eligibility status at state-related institutions, N=1,111 
 Total non-Promise grant 

aid 
Federal, state, and local 

grants Pell Institutional grants 

 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=574 

2012+ 
-0.91 -484.58 -2.15 -472.64 1.82* 410.04 -0.59 -321.69 
(3.07) (830.20) (2.36) (600.89) (0.94) (277.11) (1.99) (620.91) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 12.92 3,982.20 9.26 2,647.99 10.74 3,084.19 -7.08 -1,889.06 
R-squared 0.253 0.291 0.208 0.232 0.585 0.682 0.382 0.350 

Not Pell-Eligible, N=537 

2012+  -1.35 -38.67 -7.64 -2,136.70 -0.35 -34.08 6.64 2,197.85 
(3.73) (1,094.17) (5.48) (1,511.85) (0.32) (109.77) (5.36) (1,572.34) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean -5.25 -1,963.76 12.47 3,542.04 -3.65 -1,155.13 -14.07 -4,454.64 
R-squared 0.235 0.230 0.214 0.216 0.777 0.674 0.219 0.209 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise 
award up to $10,000. Coefficients are estimated from a fully interactive model. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time 
students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models include covariates displayed in 
Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level 
and are presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means in brackets. 
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Table B.5. Promise dollars and net price by Pell eligibility status at private 
institutions, N=1,034 
 Difference, Promise Student 

Sample Quasi-DID 

 Promise Net price 

 % COA $ 2016 % COA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=636 

2012+ 
11.86*** 4,103.86*** -7.43** -2,473.04 

(1.25) (384.04) (3.67) (1,646.61) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 13.28 5,224.02 -20.94 -8,575.49 
R-squared 0.628 0.681 0.451 0.592 

Not Pell-Eligible, N=398 

2012+  
11.60*** 4,526.20*** -5.33 -2,526.90 

(1.04) (273.94) (5.60) (2,670.61) 
Fitted 2011 
Mean 10.65 4,885.81 -15.70 -7,550.15 
R-squared 0.730 0.751 0.399 0.416 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and 
IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid 
outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000. Coefficients 
are estimated from a fully interactive model. Data are restricted to first-time, 
full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school 
graduation. All models include covariates displayed in Table 1. Models include 
institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year 
by institution level and are presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for 
students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means in brackets. 
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Table B.6. Cost of attendance by Pell eligibility status for students attending private institutions, N=1,034 
 Total Cost of 

Attendance Tuition and fees Room and board Books Other living expenses 

 $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 % TCA $ 2016 
Pell-Eligible, N=636 

2012+ -1,115.73 -0.51 -576.12 1.60** 40.05 -0.02 1.44 -1.07 -581.11 
(845.69) (2.42) (828.10) (0.78) (217.37) (0.18) (54.56) (2.38) (884.11) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 502.23 -0.56 232.19 -1.23 -428.76 0.12 69.92 1.68 628.87 

R-squared 0.385 0.473 0.125 0.098 0.168 0.594 0.767 0.368 0.398 
Not Pell-Eligible, N=398 

2012+ -266.95 0.84 306.14 0.86 142.59 -0.16 -27.38 -1.54 -688.30 
(913.33) (1.60) (608.20) (0.86) (306.34) (0.16) (71.51) (2.09) (918.54) 

Fitted 2011 
Mean 1,236.74 -0.43 812.94 -1.36 -345.84 0.36 214.86 1.43 554.78 

R-squared 0.470 0.547 0.494 0.233 0.310 0.672 0.747 0.458 0.377 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
Sources: Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh Promise administrative files and IPEDS.  
Notes: Coefficients presented from OLS regressions predicting financial aid outcomes as a function of receiving a Promise award up to $10,000 for cohorts 2012 to 
2015 in the top panel. Data are restricted to first-time, full-time students enrolling in college in the year immediately after high school graduation. All models 
include covariates displayed in Table 1. Models include institution and high school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the year by institution level and are 
presented in parentheses. Fitted outcomes for students in cohort 2011 presented as baseline means. The bottom panel presents the coefficient on the linear time 
trend from equation (1). 
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